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Title: Insect Intelligent Building (I2B)：a peer to peer coordination framework
Abstract: Building automation is an important area in view of the growing threat of global warming to the
sustainable development of human societies. While advanced information and computing technologies such as
Internet of Things (IoT) have provided major opportunities to improve performances at low costs, effective
operation of building systems under changing circumstances (e.g., occupancy, indoor and outdoor environments),
however, is still extremely challenging. This is because various decisions often have to be made within limited
time and under limited information and various constraints. Traditionally these problems are solved by using
either heuristics for practical problems relying on experienced engineers or technicians, or by exhaustive
numerical methods that work only for small-scale problems, or recently by data-driven machine learning methods
that need a huge amount of training data. In this talk, we will describe a new paradigm called Insect Intelligent
Building (I2B) that we introduced recently where building devices or space units are regarded as agents (called
insects) with low level intelligence. We will demonstrate how these agents work together by only local

communication to accomplish high level building control and management tasks under various uncertain
environments. Similar to many applications in other areas, our I2B is inspired by so called swarm intelligence and
peer to peer coordination, but more suitable for the building control and management context. Several sample
problems will be used to show the power of this simple idea. We will also report the implementation of the
system in practice.

